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Value and Scope of Project - This project started with a desire to save a red maple raised from a seedling. After thriving
in a pot we noticed the tap root had taken hold in the ground. Two years of continued growth soon demonstrated that
we could not sustain the tree in its current location. We were forced us to make a decision to either kill it or try and
transplant it. We tried to uproot it to no avail. We cut the root as far below the pot as we could and placed in it a tub
of water and root stimulator where it sat for two more months. In hunting for a new home for the poor abused and
neglected tree, we decided to do something with a barren area behind our azalea bushes. This spot had potential with a
nice fountain. However, nothing survived there because it was totally in the shade.
Hence came the beginning of the “shade garden endeavor”. The planned garden started out as a 12 x 12 area and
rapidly began expand to include a walkway and area beyond.
Cost - Allocated cost of the project is $142 for plants, some potting soil and fertilizer.
The goals were simple:





Save the maple tree.
Get something/anything to grow in the barren area; making it more attractive.
Pull that area into the yard/garden and away from the “natural” wooded area beyond.
Tie together two existing arbors in the back yard with a path. Our cement sidewalks ended at each of two
arbors. We decided to better define the planting areas with boundaries for an eventual ly more permanent
walkway. For now, the paths are edged with pre cut firewood . The path goes from one arbor to the other and
makes a fairly clean looking boundary.

Achievement - We have created what appears to be a viable shade garden in a previously barren area of the yard. Many
of the new and transplanted plants survived. Some may not have. We will know more later on in the growing season.
Identifying Plants: This was probably the easiest thing to do. With the help of my garden club members, we decided on:
Fern (F)
Hosta (H)
Helleboris (HE)
Huechera (HU)
Hydrangea (HY)
The basic landscape
drawing (right) shows the
placement of the frist
plants according to their
above abbreviations.
Both arbors are shown
with the wood line path
connecting them.

Fig 2. Barren planned garden area with
fountain.

Fig 1. Lower Arbor with untouched wooded area to the right.
Additional Goal - Use what we Have
 Liriope - Since there was an explosion of liriope in the back (once
used to line the cement walkways - they were a both target and
source). Many were removed and used to fill in existing gaps or
edge intended paths. Others are being discarded.
 Hosta - Two existing garden areas had HUGE Hostas. These were
split into 8 smaller plants and used in the project around the fountain and in the rest of the new planting area.
 Hellebores – We also had several hellebores in both front yard gardens and randomly in the back. Several were
relocated to the project area.



Fern – We had a few ferns which were not doing well in several places around the house and a few farther down
in the “natural” wooded area. Three additional very large Lady Ferns were purchased at a fundraiser event and
planted in the project area.

Fig 3. (right) is the first
planted area showing Hosta
placed around the fountain
and in the main bed along
with three Huecheras (1
red and two green) and four
Hellebores.

Fig 4 (below) is the same
area but shows the edge of
the path lined with wood.
Fern planting had just
begun and many Liriope
remain to be dug up.
Three large Hydrangeas and
the maple tree are on the
other side of the path.

Next - 2019-2020 goals are to have gravel in the walks and expand further with the addition of Nandina, Bleading Heart
and Caladiums.
We saved the tree!

